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(54) 21 CENTURY UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

(57) The present invention relates to underwear for
men. Information that it is good to maintain the underbody
(genital organs) of men cool have been already been
attested in scientific theses of foreign universities. It has
been proved that the spermatogenic ability of men (gen-
ital organs) is further higher in an environment lower by
2 to 4 Celsius than body temperature. However, despite
the above-mentioned scientific evidence, underwear for
men up to now has been produced in the same simple
shape for protection against the outside without distinc-
tion from underwear for women. The present invention
relates to 21 century underwear for men which is different
from conventional underwear for men and which causes
improvement in skin health and reproductive ability in a
sanitary and health manner. The 21 century underwear
for men of the present invention was invented to accom-
plish the following two purposes: first, separating the gen-
ital organ area (testicles) of men from the groin area
(thigh) so as to keep skin healthy from eczema and avoid
the influence of body temperature, and second, forming
ventilation openings at least in three directions under the
genital organ (testicles) of men so as to keep the genital
organ area further cool and to thus healthily and naturally
(without chemicals) improve the reproductive ability of
men. That is, the present invention is novel 21 century
underwear for men which 1) prevents skin disease such
as eczema which may be commonly caused between
the groin and scrotum of men and separates the genital
organ and the body (thigh) area so as to separate the
genital organ from the body heat, and 2) forms ventilating
openings in three or more directions to enable constant
ventilation in the genital organ area and to maintain a

more sanitary and cool environment, thus providing fur-
ther good influences to the reproductive ability of men.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This invention is about new underwear for the
21st century differentiated from conventional men’s un-
derwear, and is a more hygienic and healthier 21 Century
Underwear for Men invented to solve two different ob-
jectives to improve men’s reproductive ability to be
healthy by First: dividing male genitals(penis + scrotum)
from body(groin) for skin health by minimizing skin dis-
eases such as eczema, Second: maintaining male gen-
itals cooler than wearer’s body(body temperature) by sit-
uating a vent for ventilation between male genitals and
groin.

Background Technology

[0002] This invention is about men’s underwear for
men which are certainly distinguished from women’s. In
detail, underpants (underwear) should be manufactured
to keep men’s body pleasant and cool always by dividing
genitals (penis + scrotum) from the body (groin) to pre-
vent direct contact and friction, and maintain male geni-
tals cool.

Detailed Description of the Invention

Technical Task

[0003] Unlike women’s underwear, men’s underwear
shall be manufactured to be cooler and more pleasant
by dividing genitals from body (thigh) for maintaining ven-
tilation, but have manufactured and put as a closed all-
in-one type same as women’s underwear so far.

Method to Solve the Task

[0004] To solve problems of conventional men’s un-
derwear, this invention, as described in the above, in-
tends to solve two (2) different problems of conventional
underwear by First: dividing genitals part from
body(thigh: groin) part in men’s underwear and Second:
is manufactured to have a vent for ventilation.

Effect of the Invention

[0005] When a man puts on this underwear, he will be
able to O prevent skin problems in advance as genitals
and groin are separated and P maintain genitals in a
pleasant and cool environment as ventilation is made
through a vent. In that regard, this invention is considered
a new and healthy 21 Century Underwear for Men that
gives a certain help to improvement of men’s reproduc-
tive ability as scientifically proven (It is good to maintain
temperature 2∼4 degrees lower than body temperature
for genitals.).

Brief Description of Drawing

Examples of execution are described with attached draw-
ing.

[0006] This invention, 21 Century Underwear for Men
is manufactured to have dual spaces to, First: make the
front part of underwear have dual spaces for dividing gen-
itals from body (groin), and Second: vent for ventilation
in three places from the bottom part of urine hole to the
groin part.
[0007] <*However, this invention is completed as in the
attached drawing by using the minimum quantity of fabric
for the front part (fabric of the body side) for the purpose
to divide male genitals from the body, and selecting dual-
fabric for the optimized design of the vent in the bottom
part not to an obstacle to ventilation.>
[0008] -. As an example of execution showing the im-
age of a finished product of this invention ’21 Century
Underwear for Men’ ’Drawing 1’ shows "The front of a
finished product-cross-sectional drawing" and as for the
fabric of the front of underwear, the back side fabric and
both sides of waist part are connected by buttons to divide
genitals from the body, and finished to have three
vents(Bottom: O and P, Q on each side) at the bottom
of urine hole.
[0009] -. ’Drawing 2’ is an example of execution show-
ing opened status after dividing the front side fabric from
the back side fabric which was closed in the ’Drawing
1’, and by dividing buttons (B and B’) on each side of
waist part of underwear from button holes (Bh and Bh’),
[0010] First: When the underwear is put on: It is able
to find that male genitals (penis + testis) are situated at
the center in between urine hole("H1") of back side fabric
and urine hole("H2") of front side fabric, which shows that
male genitals is isolated from wearer’s body(groin), and
[0011] Second: When the underwear is put on: As de-
scribed above, the drawing is an example of execution
for description, showing two different effects of the inven-
tion ’21 Century Underwear for Men’ as existence of
three vents(O at the bottom and P, Q on each side)
and effectiveness are identifiable.
[0012] Meanwhile, it is also able to change the design
of back side fabric and front side fabric of this invention
’21 Century Underwear for Men’ to a different shape, or
transform the shape to boxers different from briefs herein,
and the part which will play a role of a vent or ventilating
opening between the bottom of urine hole and body
(groin) can be transformed to a detachable type or man-
ufactured by changing ((triangle, quadrangle, circle or
oval) the shape of vent. A finished product can be man-
ufactured in various methods and shape as in the ’Sec-
ond or third example of execution’, but descriptions and
examples of execution of drawing are omitted in this doc-
ument.
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The Best Shape for Implementation of the Invention

[0013] It is suggested to see the attached "Brief De-
scription of Drawing: (1)-Example of execution" as a de-
sirable example of execution of this invention.

Shape for Implementation of the Invention

[0014] See the above "The Best Shape for Implemen-
tation of the Invention".

Industrial Usability

[0015] From the time men started to wear underwear,
this new healthy and hygienic underwear which can be
substituted for unchanging conventional close (all-in-
one) type underwear provides men with a pleasure en-
vironment and will be selected by all healthy men as a
new product everyone prefers as the 21 Century Under-
wear for Men which is surely effective for improvement
of reproductive ability, the basis of all men.

Claims

1. A men’s underwear manufactured to have dual spac-
es in front to have male genitals isolated from one’s
body and have a certain form of a vent or silt in be-
tween the bottom of urine hole and groin of under-
wear for ventilation in manufacturing men’s under-
wear
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